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A Serbian Film (2010, Blu-ray Review)

by Greg B. on October 22, 2011

aka Srpski film

Director: Srdjan Spasojevic

Cast: Srdjan Todorovic, Sergej Trifunovic, Jelena Gavrilovic, Slobodan Bestic, Katarina Zutic, Luka Mijatovic

Invincible Pictures / Region A / Unrated / 2.40:1 Widescreen / DTS-HD 2.0 / Language: Serbian / Subtitles: English / 103 minutes / BUY FROM TLACULT

Disk Extras: NONE but includes Digital Copy
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Art throughout the centuries has been fueled by pain, strife, oppression and quite frankly, mental illness. In art, you are able to convey feelings that you are often not 
able to put into words. Music, photography, painting and filmmaking are perfect avenues for those artistically inclined and in need of release to banish the inner 
demons they so often hold inside. Political oppression can be a powerful conduit for such creative energy. Serbia, a country in central-southeast Europe, is scarred 
with continuous political turmoil and is ripe with artistic energies and writer/director Srdjan Spasojevic, along with fellow writer and well known Serbian film critic 
Aleksandar Radivojevic, are right there to pick the crop.

Milos is a semi-retired, highly regarded porn star with a wife and young son who he desperately loves. Although he doesn’t star in features anymore, he does take the 
occasional cameo role or small parts to make a little money to support his family. One day he takes a meeting with an old co-star who says she has a comeback 
starring role for him with a man named Vukmir who will pay him lots of money for the part. Milos meets with the mysterious filmmaker who tells him that the role is 
for a porn star of his caliber but wouldn’t tell him about the film or what he would be doing in it. After thinking about it for a short time, Milos takes the job and on 
his first day, finds out that this movie is very, very different.

The film crew follows him around with cameras and puts him in situations to see how he will react. Violence and pedophilia are on tap and soon Milos quits. Vukmir 
is not a man you can so easily quit as the porn star finds out after waking up in his bed, bloodied and beaten. With no memory of how much time has passed or what 
has transpired, Milos goes back to the set and finds lots of tapes. His journey of discovering what led up to his amnesia begins with realizing he had been drugged 
and made to do unspeakable things against his will. Seeing himself rape, beat and viciously murder women drives him over the edge and he wants to find Vukmir 
and his henchmen to make them pay, but not before one last performance.

Director Srdjan Spasojevic has released his demons into this movie. You feel his blood and rage in every frame from the opening scene to the very last shock. Being a 
fan of “extreme” cinema, I don’t know if I have ever experienced anything like Srpski film. To list names of other “shocking” films wouldn’t convey the level of 
intensity, insanity or depravity on display here. There is no sense of irony, shlock, fun or mirth, only rage in its purest form. I’m not going to go into the details of the 
specific scenes of licentiousness in the second act and forward, because I think it would only take away from the effect they have on the viewer. The performance 
from Srdjan Todorovic as “Milos” is one of the most terrifying and sympathetic in recent memory. “Vukmir”, played by Sergej Trifunovic, couldn’t have been more 
demonic. In fact, though played completely serious, the entire film had a surreal, almost supernatural feel to it. That’s how impassioned the story and players were.

Often times in movies of this ilk, they are low budget, poorly directed and acted affairs that are only meant to showcase the make-up artists’ talents and the 
filmmaker’s sick mind with no regard for actual artistic talent. And let’s face  it, those movies are a fucking blast to watch, but sometimes you need something a little 
more substantial. A Serbian Film is a well crafted thriller that just happens to contain some of the most hard to watch scenes ever filmed. It is a beautiful movie to 
watch through the fog of gore and sexual deviance. The lighting, direction and cinematography is invigorating, and the pacing is genius. I won’t soon forget this film 
as it permeates my brain and sets up camp just torturing me with the memories of what I saw. Don’t go into watching this with your jaded gore-fiend bravado, go 
into this with your eyes open to the art on display.

The blu-ray release from little known indie film distributor Invincible Films is pretty impressive as far as picture and sound quality. The movie was shot to look drab 
and unimpressive with muted colors and bleak set-pieces. Aside from minimal problems with black tones in a couple of scenes, the HD transfer really brings out the 
despair in the production. Apparently the reason the release looks so good is the use of a Red High Definition Digital Camera which, not being a filmmaker, I had 
never heard of but from doing a little research, it is a dope piece of movie making machinery. The original DTS-HD 2.0 sounds crisp and clean but unfortunately, 
there are zero special features on the blu-ray. There is around one minute cut from this release and if memory serves me, the baby raping scene and the teeth pulling 
scenes are the only things to take a hacking from the original film. If anyone noticed something else cut, please leave a comment below. Even being ever-so-slightly 
“cut”, this is still one of the most brutal and beautiful movies ever made so it deserves to live  in your collection.
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Horror Society says: 

A Serbian Film will be playing at our upcoming film festival at Portage Theater in Chicago on Saturday, October 23rd. 
http://www.horrorsociety.com/festivals/
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ALTERNATIVE CINEMA Horror and vintage sleaze.◦
ANCHOR BAY Leading distributor of independent feature films.◦

BLUE UNDERGROUND DVD and Blu-ray cult classics.◦
BREAKING GLASS Cutting edge horror and erotica.◦

CAV DISTRIBUTION Distributor’s of quality cult films.◦
CULT EPICS Classic cult and erotica.◦

DARK SKY FILMS New and classic horror, sci-fi and cult films from around the world.◦
FAB PRESS The highest quality genre books in the world.◦
MVD DISTRIBUTION Horror and music video DVDs.◦
PINK EIGA Modern day Japanese “pink” cinema.◦

PINK FLAMINGO Classic, extreme and art-house XXX.◦
RARO VIDEO Quality Cult and Art-house Films.◦

ROTTEN COTTON The best fucking horror, cult and exploitation t-shirts around, period.◦
SEVERIN FILMS Classic Euro-sleaze and horror.◦

SHOCK CINEMA The best underground cinema magazine around.◦
SOMETHING WEIRD Vintage sleaze, nudies and horror.◦

SYNAPSE FILMS Horror and exploitation films to feed your mind.◦
TLA CULT Your one-stop horror, cult and adult cinema superstore.◦
TRIANGLE FILMS The best lesbian adult films made by women.◦

VIDEO-X-PIX The “Cadillac” of classic adult cinema.◦
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